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Details of Visit:

Author: Bobin About
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 9 May 2015 10:00
Duration of Visit: 60++ Minutes
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Hey Do You Fancy A Change From The Norm ?
Website: http://www.mkhelen.co.uk
Phone: 07971047991

The Premises:

Helen is back where she belongs!

A stylish and spotlessly clean apartment in The Hub, naturally light and airy. The main bedroom has
an en-suite shower which was very useful, and the lounge has a rather nice sofa - Helen doesn't
necessarily limit bedroom activities to the bedroom...

Parking nearby is cheap or free depending on where you decide to use.

The Lady:

What more can be said about Helen..? She's a tall and elegant young woman who really should be
a model for a hosiery company, she has wonderful long and slender legs - I have many super
memories of her in stockings and suspender belt and nothing else (last time I saw her she was in
bridal white undies to start with...) Gorgeous squeezable bum and boobs, the latter with responsive
nipples. Lovely red hair frames an incredibly pretty face.  

The Story:

Finally had a Nuru massage!

I've been seeing Helen for some years and always enjoy the sensuality that she brings to every
encounter, so I was sure if anyone could give a wonderful Nuru it would be her. A few months ago
she had a special price for it which I booked but we kept missing each other, so I was lucky that
Helen honored the discount all the way till now,especially as it was my birthday... Can think of no
finer way to celebrate!

We started as always with a hello snog whilst the gel warmed up, our clothes quickly coming off and
we headed for the shower... I've enjoyed several shared showers with Helen, itself a pretty intense
experience, foaming shower gel making us both slippery, her boobs and bum in particular... Oh, and
those soapy boobs around my equally slippery cock and then her turning round to grind herself
against me... the lap dance from heaven...
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And that, today, is just the start.

Out of the shower, still wet... Helen applies the warm Nuru gel to a fitted plastic(?) sheet on her bed
and then to herself and me- if I thought things were slippery before, just wow!

We started with me on my front and Helen sliding herself on top of me - every inch of her body in
contact with mine, one of many highlights was feeling her glorious bum massaging my shoulders.

And then it was time to turn over and get to properly see her working her magic on me whilst my
hands and mouth allowed free access all areas. More Nuru applied at regular intervals to keep the
frictionless gliding going, before the wonderful moment where she takes me in her mouth...

Helen does the most amazing oral, starting with teasing lips and tongue moving to a combination of
deep throat and full on hands-free sucking until the inevitable happens when she doesn't move
away at the first spurt, but keeps going until every drop is out of me.

When I came back to earth a little, we went back to the shower to get rid of what gel was still on us,
Helen not stinting on making this an intimate experience too.

As I said, I've seen Helen many times over the past few years and she really never disappoints. I
have many wonderful memories of our sessions together, no two are the same, but this was the
most incredibly sensual time I've ever had with her or indeed anybody else. Helen brings an
intimacy that is more than physical- whilst you are with her you feel you are the center of her world.

Recommended? Absolutely! I am already looking forward to our next meeting.
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